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Learn About the Cool Things In Store

Bash and Quest for the Golden

Arrow COVID Adaptation

Quest for the Golden Arrow and our Saturday evening programming are

both going to look a little bit different this year due to COVID-19. The section

leadership is proud of the innovations we've made to make these events

safe and fun this year. This article will tell you about all the exciting things

that will be happening.

At Conclave: Wilderness

Expedition
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One of our many programs at Conclave 2021 will be the wilderness

expedition. Arrowmen will have the chance to put their survival skills to the

test while learning more skills and activities for them to use in the future.

Participants will experience a survival simulation with a close bonded crew

of other individuals.

Read About The Thrilling Trek

Get to Know Parker

Meet the Section Leadership:

2021 Vice Chief of Program

Parker Stewart is serving as this year's SR-7B vice

chief of program. Parker has thoroughly enjoyed

his role in putting the planbook together,

planning the campsite bash, adapting quest, and

working with the lodges. This page will tell you a

little bit more about Parker both inside and

outside of the OA.

At Conclave: Section Spartan
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The section spartan program will give participants the opportunity to show

that they live the Scout Oath by being "physically strong". The program will

feature three events, all of which are doable and fun for all levels of ability.

From exercises, to rucking, to a spartan race, will surely be a blast.

See What You Could Do

Read Ethan's Thoughts Here

Southern Region Section 7B

3231 Atlantic Avenue.

Raleigh, NC 27604

Opportunity: OA High

Adventure

The Order of the Arrow high adventure program

allows for Arrowmen to attend all four high

adventure bases for extended amounts of time

and at a reduced cost. Arrowmen get to do

service to the base they attend and plan and

execute their own programming. Section Chief

Ethan Syster would like to share more information about the program and

his experience.
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